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What to Watch in 2019
Over the past several years we have ended the year with our newsletter focusing on a handful of issues, which, either highlight the year 
that has been or are issues to watch as we enter the new year.  This year we have selected four items.

Precedent Setting Transactions
In our Q3 newsletter we shed light on the unprecedented prices being paid for pad sites in shopping centers.  A number of these pad 
sites will not have retailers operating on them for most of 2019, so the survivability of these retailers is really something to monitor in 
another 2-3 years after their honeymoon period has elapsed.

On a related theme, the sale of the former King’s Village parcel in Waikiki has set a new high water mark within the hospitality market.  
At $2,500/sf for undeveloped land, it is an astounding comp for which only deep corporate pockets like Hilton Grand Vacations can 
justify.  What that does for property assessments, rent reopeners and appraisals is yet to be seen, but it certainly put a new wrinkle in the 
valuation landscape.

Affordable Housing
The well-documented lack of affordable housing for Hawaii’s shrinking middle class has been a high profile issue, it is currently a political 
hot button and is years away from being solved in even a best case scenario.  As frustrations mount in the public eye, the pressure on 
governing bodies to create avenues for private sector solutions has accordingly increased.

The first of the larger projects have rolled out and quite a few are actively on the books on Oahu, but the pipeline compared to the breadth 
of the problem is disparate.   One statistical data set to watch is the how steep a 
price will Hawaii’s middle class pay before the situation is stabilized.

Employment Environment
Hawaii has typically had employment figures consistently lower than the U.S. 
mainland even when compared with some of the strongest cities across the 
country.  One of the spill-off effects of the Affordable Housing subject addressed 
above is the forced relocation of middle class families to more affordable locales 
on the mainland.  For companies needing employees from this socioeconomic 
class, the candidate pool is increasingly thin.

Taking this issue a step further is the severity of the problem on the neighbor 
islands.  Historically, finding employees on the neighbor islands has been 
challenging and they are not exempt from the acceleration of these dynamics.  

Hospitality
Earlier this year we devoted a newsletter to defining the Select Service Hotel 
category as well as its proliferation around the state of Hawaii.  For those 
who missed that publication, this is non-resort hotel product.  The growth in 
this industry is robust with projects under construction on all of the primary 
Hawaiian Islands and in a number of key trade areas on Oahu.

The pent up consumer demand has the largest players in the industry scouring 
the market for sites and including a client of Blue Rock’s – Wyndam/La Quinta.  
This emergence is creating an industry silo in Hawaii with legs that will carry it 
for well beyond 2019 as we look ahead towards the new year.
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Kauai: Number of Vacation Property Units


